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About This Game

What is Angels of Fasaria?:

Angels of Fasaria was originally released in 2005. With thousands of downloads and over 48 thousand active users in the
browser based game, Angels of Fasaria maintained a loyal following and support base. After the release of "Fasaria World" and

later the "Ancients of Fasaria" mmorpg, Angels of Fasaria RPG and the browser based game community was closed and
discontinued.

After popular demand and by player's request, we submitted Angels of Fasaria on Greenlight and the community voted it in. It is
now re-released on Steam, back and fully revised.

Enjoy the epic adventure that started it all and begin your adventure today!
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Angels of Fasaria Game Features:

 You get Angels of Fasaria 2D RPG.

 Steam Cloud to back up saved games and user info.

 Trading cards available for earning badges and backgrounds.
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Title: Angels of Fasaria: Version 2.0
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Fasaria Works
Publisher:
NSE
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 98/98SE/Me/XP/2000

Processor: 800MHz Intel® Pentium® III equivalent or higher processor

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768 or better video resolution

Storage: 125 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English
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I was expecting to see the Online version of this game, but unable too play it and cannot figure out how to. It is a waste of
money and time. Plz get rid of it if not working at all.. Unless this game gets a ton of updates, I honestly wouldnt buy it unless
you really love oldschool RPGs. 0 players online on the "MMORPG" which is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 hard to start and the currency system in the MMO is stupid.
ONLY FOR HARDCORE RPG LOVERS.. Unless this game gets a ton of updates, I honestly wouldnt buy it unless you really
love oldschool RPGs. 0 players online on the "MMORPG" which is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
hard to start and the currency system in the MMO is stupid.
ONLY FOR HARDCORE RPG LOVERS.. I was expecting to see the Online version of this game, but unable too play it and
cannot figure out how to. It is a waste of money and time. Plz get rid of it if not working at all.. I was expecting to see the
Online version of this game, but unable too play it and cannot figure out how to. It is a waste of money and time. Plz get rid of it
if not working at all.. I mean there is some headache and not a teerible game but I have a beef about the online suggestion it
gives you lols... People about the online part that gives you the option tbh I'm just as confused as you lols :D I mean why... why?
like seriously why Does "Angels of Fasaria" even give you the option to go online, here at first I was thinking Fasaria World was
a cliche or code name for a server so I was like you and clicked it tried to sign up and only after 30 mins later of exhausting all
paths to why the Steam Key was not showing it's ugly face in my direction, it then clicked in there was 2 games... like wtf lols
seriously? anyways a simple "If" statement in the code to check if that specific game file was on your computer and if it existed
then yes suggest for heavens sake, but please don't suggest if the game is non existent on our PC's like what's wrong with ya lols!
Seriously what language is the game programmed in and what is the game file's name for the online and I seriously can write up
a working code that will save all of us some time! If you think the wild goose chase is entertaining I'm sorry to break it, "It's a
big fat NO!!!" but people please listen here the programmer needs to go back to programming school there is no such thing as a
Key or Online mode with just a "Standalone" version of Angels of Fasaria, as that's just an offline mode game, I mean I have in
the past seen games with retro rpg graphics that were also online like runescape and maplestory but anything from RPG Maker
as a whole is gonna mostly and or always be just purely offline! I looked into their 3D online game and was eeks so this the
game that's online... wow... :P anyways now i have the job to write up an honest review from what I seen an saw and
experienced :D oh yes my pleasure! Cracks fingures... so look this game is alright as in Offline basic RPG style game, I can tell
you as it stands collect and use items, questing, be sure to save a minimum of once when creating a new game and before you
leave the King about your odd dreams you had, cuz as all RPG Maker games for most part if you die you get sent back to title
screen and literally have to start a new game, so scrap the auto saving features lols, I would play this casually but not as a full on
game, if you want a casual game you play a few mins here or there then yes this is Otay, but I wouldn't say this is exactly
material to hook you in and make you wanna play till the end! There is better quality games that exist out there that won't waste
your time and 2 will auto save and 3 are alot more fun to play! :D. The game is generic and a repetitive grind from the start.
Item crafting is nonsense. The real issue though is the developer is extremely shady. See that MMO tag? Guess what, this game
isn't an MMO, yet they advertise it as one. The developers originally claimed that if you purchased the game, you would receive
the MMO for free. Now that doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they clearly state the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.. I mean there is some headache and not a teerible game but I have a beef about the online suggestion it gives
you lols... People about the online part that gives you the option tbh I'm just as confused as you lols :D I mean why... why? like
seriously why Does "Angels of Fasaria" even give you the option to go online, here at first I was thinking Fasaria World was a
cliche or code name for a server so I was like you and clicked it tried to sign up and only after 30 mins later of exhausting all
paths to why the Steam Key was not showing it's ugly face in my direction, it then clicked in there was 2 games... like wtf lols
seriously? anyways a simple "If" statement in the code to check if that specific game file was on your computer and if it existed
then yes suggest for heavens sake, but please don't suggest if the game is non existent on our PC's like what's wrong with ya lols!
Seriously what language is the game programmed in and what is the game file's name for the online and I seriously can write up
a working code that will save all of us some time! If you think the wild goose chase is entertaining I'm sorry to break it, "It's a
big fat NO!!!" but people please listen here the programmer needs to go back to programming school there is no such thing as a
Key or Online mode with just a "Standalone" version of Angels of Fasaria, as that's just an offline mode game, I mean I have in
the past seen games with retro rpg graphics that were also online like runescape and maplestory but anything from RPG Maker
as a whole is gonna mostly and or always be just purely offline! I looked into their 3D online game and was eeks so this the
game that's online... wow... :P anyways now i have the job to write up an honest review from what I seen an saw and
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experienced :D oh yes my pleasure! Cracks fingures... so look this game is alright as in Offline basic RPG style game, I can tell
you as it stands collect and use items, questing, be sure to save a minimum of once when creating a new game and before you
leave the King about your odd dreams you had, cuz as all RPG Maker games for most part if you die you get sent back to title
screen and literally have to start a new game, so scrap the auto saving features lols, I would play this casually but not as a full on
game, if you want a casual game you play a few mins here or there then yes this is Otay, but I wouldn't say this is exactly
material to hook you in and make you wanna play till the end! There is better quality games that exist out there that won't waste
your time and 2 will auto save and 3 are alot more fun to play! :D. I played this game till the end, and I liked it. If you like old
style JRPG you'll love it.
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I mean there is some headache and not a teerible game but I have a beef about the online suggestion it gives you lols... People
about the online part that gives you the option tbh I'm just as confused as you lols :D I mean why... why? like seriously why
Does "Angels of Fasaria" even give you the option to go online, here at first I was thinking Fasaria World was a cliche or code
name for a server so I was like you and clicked it tried to sign up and only after 30 mins later of exhausting all paths to why the
Steam Key was not showing it's ugly face in my direction, it then clicked in there was 2 games... like wtf lols seriously? anyways
a simple "If" statement in the code to check if that specific game file was on your computer and if it existed then yes suggest for
heavens sake, but please don't suggest if the game is non existent on our PC's like what's wrong with ya lols! Seriously what
language is the game programmed in and what is the game file's name for the online and I seriously can write up a working code
that will save all of us some time! If you think the wild goose chase is entertaining I'm sorry to break it, "It's a big fat NO!!!" but
people please listen here the programmer needs to go back to programming school there is no such thing as a Key or Online
mode with just a "Standalone" version of Angels of Fasaria, as that's just an offline mode game, I mean I have in the past seen
games with retro rpg graphics that were also online like runescape and maplestory but anything from RPG Maker as a whole is
gonna mostly and or always be just purely offline! I looked into their 3D online game and was eeks so this the game that's
online... wow... :P anyways now i have the job to write up an honest review from what I seen an saw and experienced :D oh yes
my pleasure! Cracks fingures... so look this game is alright as in Offline basic RPG style game, I can tell you as it stands collect
and use items, questing, be sure to save a minimum of once when creating a new game and before you leave the King about your
odd dreams you had, cuz as all RPG Maker games for most part if you die you get sent back to title screen and literally have to
start a new game, so scrap the auto saving features lols, I would play this casually but not as a full on game, if you want a casual
game you play a few mins here or there then yes this is Otay, but I wouldn't say this is exactly material to hook you in and make
you wanna play till the end! There is better quality games that exist out there that won't waste your time and 2 will auto save and
3 are alot more fun to play! :D. The game is generic and a repetitive grind from the start. Item crafting is nonsense. The real
issue though is the developer is extremely shady. See that MMO tag? Guess what, this game isn't an MMO, yet they advertise it
as one. The developers originally claimed that if you purchased the game, you would receive the MMO for free. Now that
doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they clearly state the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.. I played this game till the end, and I liked it. If you like old style JRPG you'll love it.. The game is generic and
a repetitive grind from the start. Item crafting is nonsense. The real issue though is the developer is extremely shady. See that
MMO tag? Guess what, this game isn't an MMO, yet they advertise it as one. The developers originally claimed that if you
purchased the game, you would receive the MMO for free. Now that doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they clearly state
the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.. I played this game till the end, and I liked it. If you like old style JRPG you'll love it.. Unless this game gets a
ton of updates, I honestly wouldnt buy it unless you really love oldschool RPGs. 0 players online on the "MMORPG" which is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 hard to start and the currency system in the MMO is stupid.
ONLY FOR HARDCORE RPG LOVERS.
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